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Two component polymer material on the base of epoxy EPY.
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 1. Each specific installation of cast resin chocks is to be carried out in compliance with installation drawings approved on case by case basis, according to each specific R.O. Rules. Such specific 
      approval should take into account, as minimum the following: 
total deadweight of supported machinery; number, size, arrangement and material of chocks and bolts, complete with relevant detailed drawings; bolts pre-loaded and/or elongation, complete 
with details of tightening procedures;
locking arrangement for bolts and calculation of bolt elongation for bolt connection securing; longitudinal and lateral stopping arrangement; sealing arrangement (for installation in stern tube or 
shaft struts); anti-rotation devices (for shaft bearings and rudder stock bearings / bushes); manufacturer instructions (including instruction for special cases).
2. The chock may only be poured by companies authorized by the cast resin manufacturer whilst maintaining the boundary conditions required by the process. Authorization respectively evidence 
    of training the personnel performing the cast resin process by the cast resin manufacturer has to be presented to the local surveyor.  

 RS 

The chocking compound is approved for foundation chocking of ship's main and auxiliary engines, reduction 
gears, rudder actuators, stern tubes and bearings, for deck machinery and other auxiliary machinery:   
  
Maximum total surface pressure on pad: 
maximum service temperature, °С:                             40                     50                     60                     70                     80
for equipment that should be aligned, N/mm²:        10,0                  8,7                    7,8                   6,4                    5,0 
for equipment that should not be aligned, N/mm²: 30,0                 30,0                  30,0                 15,0                  15,0

Maximum specific load on pad due to weight of machinery:  0,9 N/mm²;
Minimum pad thickness for installation of stern tubes and bushings: 2mm.




